
According to CoreLogic, if housing values continue to rise at

their current rate, we could see a recovery from the COVID

downturn for most of Australia as early as January or February

2021.

Recovery, for Melbourne, where home values remain 5% below

their recent peak, will take longer.

CoreLogic’s national index recorded its second consecutive

monthly rise in November, with dwelling values up 0.8% over

the month. This new recover trend follows a 2.1% drop in home

values nationally between April and September – largely

skewed by the impact of the Stage-4 lockdown in Australia’s

second largest property market, Melbourne.

Currently, Sydney and Melbourne home values remain around

their 2017 levels, while Perth by contrast has values sitting at

around its mid-2006 levels. In Darwin, prices are similar to

their levels in 2007. At the other end of the spectrum,

Brisbane, Adelaide, Hobart and Canberra home prices have

now moved to record highs.

The most affordable quartile of the market continues to drive

the strongest pace of recovery.

LANDLORD'S UPDATE

Houses values drive gains while units languish

House values have driven statistical gains in the combined capital cities

index over the past three months (rising 1.1%) whereas apartments fell by

0.6% over the same period – although their rate of decline has eased.

Demand for detached houses has been consistently stronger across all

capital cities, doubtlessly driven by a desire for more space as a result of

the pandemic. Weaker demand for units is the result of lower investment

activity, higher supply levels in some regions, and weaker rental market

conditions across key central business districts.

Oddly, Melbourne is the exception. There, values have recorded a smaller

than anticipated decline throughout the COVID period, exhibiting a

stronger recovery trend over recent months. Unless overseas migration

returns to more normal levels, sooner than expected, this trend is

expected to be short-lived.

Regional Queensland leads the tree-change

The combined regionals index recorded a growth rate double that of the

combined capitals, again demonstrating Australia’s changing priorities

when it comes to location of the family home.

Regional home values increased 1.4% in November compared with a 0.7%

rise in capital city home values. Regional Queensland has charged ahead,

exceeding all of Australia’s other regions, by posting a 3.2% lift in values.

However, regional New South Wales is not far behind. Values there have

risen 3.1%.

Stock levels remain low nationally

Throughout the country, the number of properties advertised for sale

remains 20% lower than this time last year, and,
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7/43 Lennox Street, Richmond, NSW 2753

The Perfect Entry Level Investment / First Home Buyers

Choice

Found in an exceptionally well presented complex is this

attractive and spacious townhouse. This gorgeous double

story home comes equipped with everything you're

looking for plus more! Offering endless amounts of storage

spaces and located only a stroll away from all local

amenities.

- 3 bedrooms, all with built in robes

- Tiled living area throughout, carpet upstairs-Alfresco 

  / BBQ entertainment area off dining

- Ducted Air conditioning plus ceiling fans

- Ensuite & walk-in robe off main bedroom

- Study nook between bedrooms

- Automatic roller doors to a double car garage

This home must be seen to be fully appreciated. Contact

Yuri Cattaneo 0426145678 to book in an inspection

straight away!
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